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Abstract— Personal and industrial users desire to utilize 

email as one of the crucial resource of communication. The 

volume of business-critical emails maintain to grow, the 

need to computerize the management of emails amplify for 

numerous reasons, such as spam email categorization, 

phishing email categorization, and multi-folder 

classification, in the middle of others. We propose a novel 

method named as “Semantic Match” which enlarges a 

learning replica with the carry of WordNet Tool. The 

proposed Technique is competent of behaviour the extracted 

Futures resemblance and computation description such as 

correctness and complication.  Here we will be by means of 

WordNet dictionary folder which affords a semantic 

dictionary for English. WordNet is a great lexical database 

of English. And also here we use the classification method 

of SVM and KNN to classify the E-Mails in an appropriate 

manner. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Email is one of the most admired types of communication 

today. The surprisingly fast acceptance of this 

communication medium is best exemplified by the sheer 

number of current users, estimated to be as close to three 

quarters of a billion individuals, and growing. Email is one 

of the majority popular forms of message nowadays, mostly 

due to its competence, low cost, and compatibility of branch 

out types of knowledge. In order to make easy better 

practice of emails and travel around commerce potentials in 

electronic mail, various data mining method have been 

practical on email data. Here it current a brief review of the 

major investigates labors on email mining. To highlight the 

differences flanked by email mining and universal text 

mining, we put in order on five main email mining 

responsibilities, namely, spam recognition, email 

categorization, contact examination, email network 

possessions examination and email visualization [1]. Those 

tasks are intrinsically included into an assortment of usages 

of emails. This type of communication has the simple 

advantage of being almost instantaneous, intuitive to use, 

and costing virtually nothing per message. The current email 

system is based on the SMTP protocol RFC 821 and 822 

developed in 1982 and extended in RFC 2821 in 2001. This 

system defines a common standard to unite the dissimilar 

messaging protocols in existence prior to 1982. It allowed 

users the ability to exchange messages with one another 

using a system based on the SMTP protocol and email 

addresses. These protocols allowed messages to flow from 

one user to another, making it practical and easy for 

dissimilar users to communicate independent of the service-

provider or the client application. 

Automated categorization of email messages into 

user-particular folders and knowledge removal from 

chronologically arranged email tributary have become 

motivating areas in text knowledge research. However, the 

short of great benchmark anthology has been an obstacle for 

learning the troubles and appraise the solutions. In current 

email implementations, the user has almost no control over 

which messages enter and exit their email account. A 

limited amount of control is sometimes provided during the 

use of client side filters or rapidly clicking on the delete key 

[2]. Many available filters are either hard coded rules, or 

simple pattern matchers, directing messages to specific 

folder destinations. Some recent growth has been made on 

automatic methods to help the user select folders through 

helpful suggestions. But both works treat this approach as a 

simple text classification problem and do not consider the 

overall picture of the user’s usage of the email system. In 

count, some of the filters operate on a rule-based system and 

need to be frequently updated with new rules to remain 

effective [3]. Anecdotal evidence from the security domain 

has shown that this updating chapter is the weakest 

connection in the chain of protection. Message Analysis 

when analyzing large number of emails or attachment 

produce by a solitary user or group of users, the ordinary 

advance is to extravagance the difficulty as if the data was 

one big email box. The usage and significance of emails 

incessantly grow regardless of the prevalence of substitute 

resources, such as electronic messages, mobile submission, 

and social networks. As the quantity of business-critical 

emails persist by grow, they necessitate to mechanize the 

administration of emails amplify for several motivation, 

such as spam email categorization, phishing email 

categorization, and multi-folder categorization, between 

others [4]. Here have to deliberate on handling the extracted 

Futures similarities and computation characteristics such as 

accuracy and complexity.  Here we will be using WordNet 

dictionary database which provides a semantic lexicon for 

English. WordNet is a huge lexical database of English. We 

pull out the meaning of the tokens using wordnet , which are 

pulled out from the dataset. Like this we can split the words 

into two categories and expand the given two set of words 

which will be used later to classify a data.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Recently spontaneous commercial / vastness e-mail also 

known as spam, develop into a big trouble in excess of the 

internet. Spam is waste of moment, storage space and 

communication bandwidth. The trouble of spam e-mail has 

existed increasing for years. Only more than a few years ago 

the majority of the spam could be consistently dealt with by 

overcrowding e-mails approaching from convinced 

addresses or filtering out communication with certain 
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subject matter lines. There are some do research works that 

apply machine learning techniques in e-mail classification. 

Meng Jiang and Peng Cui [5], analyze the variety 

of spam-detection methods filters false or harmful 

knowledge for traditional systems such as email or short 

message service (SMS). A content-based approach called 

Adaptive Fusion for Spam Detection (AFSD) remove text 

features (bagof-words) from an email’s character filament, 

develops a spam detector for a double classification task 

(spam versus regular message), and explain promising 

accuracy in hostility email spams. People don’t want rightful 

email infertile, so to take false-positive rates (FPRs) into 

deliberation, AFSD gives the accuracy score deliberate by 

the area beneath the recipient operating-characteristics curve 

(AUC) of 0.991 (with the maximum score being 1) on a 

dataset from NetEase, one of the principal email service 

providers in China, representing an almost-perfect 

presentation in discontinue text-rich spam for email 

services. The MailRank system learning email networks by 

means of data gathered from the log records of a company-

wide member of staff serving at table and the email 

addresses that users prefer to converse with (typically 

acquaintances rather than other unknown users). 

W.A. Awad et al [6] review some of the most 

accepted machine learning methods and of their 

applicability to the difficulty of spam e-mail organization. 

Descriptions of the algorithms are obtainable, and the 

assessment of their presentation on the Spam murderer spam 

corpus is presented, the experimentation showing a very 

talented results especially in the algorithms that is not 

popular in the marketable e-mail filtering correspondence, 

spam recall proportion in the six technique has the a smaller 

amount value between the exactness and the correctness 

values, while in term of accurateness we can find that the 

Naïve bayes and rough sets technique has a very fulfilling 

performance between the additional methods, more 

investigate has to be done to escalate the presentation of the 

Naïve bayes and Artificial resistant system either by hybrid 

system or by make your mind up the feature reliance issue in 

the naïve bayes classifier, or hybrid the Immune by rough 

sets. Finally cross systems look to be the mainstream 

efficient way to generate a flourishing anti spam hurt 

nowadays.  

Bryan Klimt and Yiming Yang [7] Automated 

categorization of email messages into user-particular folders 

and knowledge removal from chronologically arranged 

email tributary have become motivating areas in text 

knowledge research. However, the short of great benchmark 

anthology has been an obstacle for learning the troubles and 

appraise the solutions. In this paper, we commence the 

Enron quantity as a new test couch. We analyze its 

appropriateness with respect to email wallet prediction, and 

make available the baseline fallout of a state of-the-art 

classifier (Support Vector Machines) under a mixture of 

conditions, together with the cases of using individual 

segment (From, To, Subject and body) alone as the 

contribution to the classifier, and using the entire segment in 

combination with deterioration weights. Time knowledge 

was in addition left out of this research; while it give the 

impression apparent that it might be useful. Time cannot be 

worn in the same way as additional fields though, visibly, so 

work have got to be finished to conclude how time influence 

the folder strategies of a user. 

Seongwook Youn and Dennis McLeod [8] Email 

has developed into one of the greatest and most efficient 

forms of communication. However, the amplify of email 

users encompass resulted in the spectacular boost of spam 

emails throughout the past few years. In this manuscript, 

email data was confidential using four unrelated classifiers 

(Neural Network, SVM classifier, Naïve Bayesian 

Classifier, and J48 classifier). The research was executed 

based on unrelated data size and unrelated feature size. The 

final categorization result should be ‘1’ if it is in conclusion 

spam, or else, it should be ‘0’. This manuscript shows that 

straightforward J48 classifier which make a double tree, 

might be resourceful for the dataset which could be 

confidential as binary tree. In this paper, four classifiers 

embrace Neural Network, SVM, Naïve Bayesian, and J48 

were tested to filter spams beginning the dataset of emails. 

All the emails be confidential as spam (1) or not (0). That 

was the attribute of the dataset of email for spam strain. J48 

is very simple classifier to make a verdict tree, but it gave 

the resourceful result in the experimentation. Naïve 

Bayesian classifier also illustrates good result, but Neural 

Network and SVM didn’t explain good result measure up to 

with J48 or Naïve Bayesian classifier.  

Minh Tuan Vu et al [9] introduced a arithmetical 

rule-based technique to generate rules for SpamAssassin to 

detect spams in unlike languages. The hypothetical 

framework of generating and preserve multilingual rules 

was also demonstrated. The experiments were demeanor 

against the dataset of three languages together with Chinese, 

Vietnamese and English. The detecting achievement of 

multilingual rule was 89.5% for the true detection and only 

3.8% for the failed alarm at the threshold of 2 while the true 

detection rate of single language rule was not over 61% and 

the failed alarm rate was up to 4.9%. Generating the rule for 

spam discovery based on a specific language is a proper 

approach to fight against spammers. However, in order to 

deal with an email server receiving emails in more than one 

language, we need an extended solution. Therefore, we 

promote the process proposed to apply the system that is 

able to generate mechanically the multi-lingual rule related 

on the multi-language dataset. The experiment output show 

that these rules help Spam Assassin detect spam more 

exactly in comparison with the ones generated based on 

single language dataset.  

Wenjuan Li [10] goal of email classification is to 

categorize user emails into spam and rightful ones. Many 

supervised learning algorithms have been make-believe in 

this sphere to accomplish the task, and these algorithms 

necessitate a large quantity of labeled training data. 

Nevertheless, data classification is a labor exhaustive task 

and necessitates in-depth province knowledge. Thus, only a 

very small quantity of the data can be marked in practice. 

This controlled access greatly degrades the efficiency of 

direct email classification systems. In systematize to address 

this problem, in this service; we first recognize a quantity of 

dangerous issues concerning administer machine learning-

based email cataloging. Then they suggest a successful 

categorization model based on multi-view disagreement-

based semi-supervised knowledge and that the projected 
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model functioning with our algorithm can achieve better 

presentation as appraise to the existing similar algorithms. 

Priyanka Sao[11] E-mail spam is the very recent 

problem for every individual. The e-mail spam is nothing 

it’s an advertisement of any company/product or any kind of 

virus which is receiving by the email client mailbox without 

any notification. To solve this problem the different spam 

filtering technique is used. The spam filtering techniques are 

used to protect our mailbox for spam mails. In this project, 

we are using the Naïve Bayesian Classifier for spam 

classification. The Naïve Bayesian Classifier is very simple 

and efficient method for spam classification. Here we are 

using the Lingspam dataset for classification of spam and 

non-spam mails. The feature extraction technique is used to 

extract the feature. The result is to increase the accuracy of 

the system. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Email content varies with new concepts or social events. 

Therefore, several spam or phishing classifiers initially 

performed effectively, but their performances deteriorated 

with time. A learning email classifier is required to adjust 

the classification parameters for new and old emails. The 

problem of concept drift was addressed in classifying spam 

emails using the Bayesian algorithm and the incremental 

forgetting weight algorithm [12]. However, introducing new 

emails affects the classification framework. Moreover, noise 

may influence the framework, and the classifier can easily 

make incorrect decisions for cases with low numbers, 

particularly when several cases in a class have similar 

contents. Mechanisms must be introduced to address 

concept drift by managing noise and duplicate cases to 

improve classifier accuracy and performance. 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

In most current email implementations, the user has almost 

no control over which messages enter and exit their email 

account. A limited amount of control is sometimes provided 

during the use of client side filters or rapidly clicking on the 

delete key. E-mail filtering has newly become an significant 

issue due to the increasing attractiveness of the electronic 

mail announcement. Therefore, there is an invariable need to 

get enhanced the detection of spontaneous messages, or 

spam. Many researchers have functional machine learning 

method for filtering spam messages, and they were 

established to be successful. In this paper we in attendance a 

spam uncovering agent based on support vector machines 

(SVM), one of the best categorization system obtainable 

today. 

A. Data Representation  

An email message contains two parts: the header and the 

body, as exemplified. The header part consists of a set of 

fields, such as \From", \To", \CC", \Subject", and \Date". 

Dissimilar email service providers have dissimilar sets of 

fields for displaying the header part. The \From", \To" and 

\Subject" fields are common. Usually, the body part is made 

of unstructured text, sometimes together with graphic 

elements, URL links, HTML markups, and attachments 

[13]. Data representation here refers to the appropriate 

methods used to record the knowledge in emails, such as 

sender/receiver knowledge, subjects and contents. A suitable 

representation serves better in the data analysis stage and 

also helps to improve the results of the mining task. Data 

representation is often a part of the data preprocessing step, 

which process\raw" emails, removes noise, such as stop 

words, from original emails to facilitate the mining tasks. In 

this section, we discuss two common approaches for email 

representation, namely, the feature based approach and the 

social structure based approach.  

B. Data Preprocessing 

We will also briefly review the major data preprocessing 

methods for emails. Email preprocessing is the content of 

email is received through our software, the knowledge is 

extracted then as mentioned above, then the knowledge 

(Feature) extracted is saved into a corresponding database. 

Every message was converted to a feature vector with 21700 

attributes (this is approximately the number of dissimilar 

words in all the messages of the corpus). An attribute n was 

set to 1 if the corresponding word was present in a message 

and to 0 otherwise [14]. This feature extraction scheme was 

used for all the algorithms. is to organize emails into 

dissimilar categories. Categorizing emails manually 

becomes a heavy burden for email users when the amount of 

emails grows fast. The lack of good email categorization 

leads to massive negative effects on both personal and 

organizational performance. A good automatic email 

categorization tool can save people’s effort in organizing 

and finding emails. 

C. Spam Detection 

Spam detection is to detect unsolicited bulk emails. It is the 

most important task in email mining. Spamming emails are 

the unwanted emails, which are sent to a large number of 

email accounts. Spamming emails are also known as 

unsolicited bulk emails" email spam as \unsolicited, 

unwanted emails that were sent indiscriminately, directly or 

indirectly, by a sender having no current relationship with 

the recipient." Commercial advertisement email is one of the 

most common spams. Spam detection becomes a must-have 

task for email service providers [15]. In the context of email 

mining, spam detection is to identify unsolicited bulk emails 

using data mining techniques. In general, based on the 

knowledge mainly used, spam detection methods can be 

divided into two categories, namely, content based detection 

and sender based detection. Content based detection is to 

identify spamming emails according to the email content. 

Sender based detection is to identify spamming emails using 

the email sender knowledge. 

D. Email Classification Model 

The main goals of our proposed classification model are 

twofold: 1) extracting proper features from each email that 

can be handled during the machine learning-based 

classification and constructing two attribute sets for the 

multi view concept; and 2) using a disagreement-based 

semi-supervised learning algorithm to label and leverage 

unlabeled data automatically. The architecture of our 

proposed email classification model is presented [16]. There 

are three major phases: feature preparation, training and 
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classification. In the phase of feature preparation, the 

method of initialization is responsible for pre method all 

incoming email messages into our defined common format 

in order to make incoming emails feasible to be handled by 

a machine learning classifier (i.e., an email will be 

represented by a set of features). Then the method of feature 

extraction collects these common features and converts them 

into two attribute sets: an internal feature set. (IFS) and an 

external feature set (EFS). The IFS contains attributes that 

are related to email content (or body) while the EFS consists 

of the ones that are related to routing and forwarding. The 

details of constructing multi-view data will be discussed 

later. In the training phase, the implemented disagreement 

based semi-supervised learning algorithm can establish 

classifier models by using labeled multi-view instances and 

automatically label and leverage unlabeled data with the 

help of the KNN classifier [17]. Finally, in the phase of 

classification, the email classification model can make a 

decision by classifying email messages to either spam or 

legitimate emails. Note that the unlabeled data will be 

standardized into the previously suggested common format 

by passing through the phase of feature preparation in order 

to facilitate the use of machine learning classifiers. 

E. Feature Extraction and Spam Classification Using SVM 

Feature extraction module extract the spam text and the ham 

text, then produce feature dictionary and feature vectors as 

input of the selected algorithm, the function of feature 

extraction is to train and test the classifier. Spam 

classification Through the steps above, we take standard 

classification email documents as training document, 

pretreatment of email, extract useful knowledge, save into 

text documents according to fix format, split the whole 

document to words, extract the feature vector of spam 

document and translate into the form of vector of fix format 

[18]. SVM was used first to classify the folder of each email 

based solely on a particular field of data from the email. The 

fields used were \From", \Subject", \Body", and \To, CC". 

The date field was not used, as it is not text knowledge, and 

the problem of how to apply date knowledge to email 

classification has not been fully explored. Next, SVM was 

used on each email treated as a single bag-of-words. For this 

representation, the fields used in the previous experiments 

were concatenated and used in the classification. Thus, if the 

same term appears in both the subject and body of a 

message, it is considered to be multiple occurrences of the 

same feature. For the final approach, labeled \linear 

combination" below, the SVM scores from the \From", 

\Subject", \Body", and \To, CC" classifiers were combined 

linearly. The weights for each section were learned for each 

folder of a particular user, using ridge regression on the 

training data. To create training and testing sets, the data for 

each user was sorted chronologically, and then split in half. 

The earlier half of the messages was used for training, while 

the later half was used for testing. Standard text parsing 

routines were applied to each of the fields in the email to 

produce the list of terms. Stemming was also performed on 

the body of the message. The terms were then given weights 

using the standard \ltc" formula, and given to SVM, using 

the one-vs.-rest method for multi-class classification.  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

Specifically, we employ a publicly available spam email 

dataset, called SPAM E-mail Dataset, which contains 58 

attributes and a total of 4601 emails including 1813 spam 

emails and 2788 legitimate emails. Note that for evaluating 

the disagreement-based semi-supervised learning algorithm, 

we divided this dataset into two parts with labeled data and 

unlabeled data where the unlabeled data consists of 600 

instances that are randomly selected from the original 

dataset. In the evaluation, we conduct two experiments to 

explore the performance of our proposed email classification 

model and study the effect of the multi-view data on email 

classification. The experimental results demonstrate that our 

proposed email classification model can further improve the 

accuracy of classifying emails as compared to the use of a 

single view data. To create training and testing sets, the data 

for each user was sorted chronologically, and then split in 

half. The earlier half of the messages was used for training, 

while the later half was used for testing. Standard text 

parsing routines were applied to each of the fields in the 

email to produce the list of terms. Stemming was also 

performed on the body of the message. Making of precision 

the only relevant evaluation metrics. However, it has been 

suggested that it can be beneficial to the user to present 

multiple possible assignments for each email. 

Effect of dataset on performance: An experiment 

measuring the performance against the size of dataset was 

conducted using dataset of dissimilar sizes Support Vector 

Machine classifier, were evaluated the effects based on 

dissimilar datasets and dissimilar features. Finally, the best 

classification method was obtained from the training dataset. 

4500 emails were used as a training dataset. 38.1% of 

dataset were spam ad 61.9% were legitimate email. To 

evaluate the classifiers on training dataset, we defined an 

accuracy measure as follows. 

 
Also, Precision and Recall were used as the metrics 

for evaluating the performance of each email classification 

approach. 

 
Chart 1: Accuracy 

SVMs are a relatively new learning method 

influenced highly by advances in statistical learning theory. 
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SVMs have led to a growing number of applications in 

image classification and handwriting recognition. Before the 

discovery of SVMs, machines were not very successful in 

learning and generalization tasks, with many problems being 

impossible to solve. SVMs are very effective in a wide 

range of bio-informatic problems. SVMs learn by example. 

Each example consists of a m number of data 

points(x1,……xm) followed by a label. 

 
Chart 2: Increases of classification 

The results with this test set are similar to the 

results with the Enron dataset, with a micro average F1 

score near .7 and a macro average score near 55. Micro 

averages are generally higher than their corresponding 

macro averages, which may reflect the previous observation 

that SVM tends to work much better on folders with more 

messages. Experiment results show that with 3% of the 

senders being labeled, the detection rate can be 99% and 

only 0.5% of false positives. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Email is one of the most popular forms of communication 

nowadays, mainly due to its efficiency, low cost, and 

compatibility of diversified types of knowledge. 

Classification of email messages into user-specific folders 

and knowledge extraction from chronologically ordered 

email streams have become interesting areas in text learning 

research. In this paper, we proposed the classification 

method to classify the Email. To create training and testing 

sets, the data for each user was sorted chronologically, and 

then split in half. The earlier half of the messages was used 

for training, while the later half was used for testing. The 

adopted methods for ranking the 57 attributes to determine 

the most effective spam predictors, such as T-Test statistic 

measure of the significance of the difference between two 

means of each attribute for the spam and non-spam subsets 

of the data. Performance was compared with difference 

methods namely artificial neural networks and negative 

selection algorithm classifiers reported in the literature. The 

above comparison with dissimilar methods indicates that the 

new mechanism using hybrid of (KNN and SVM) provides 

better classification accuracy, false positive and time-cost. 

The Experimental results prove that proposed System 

outperforms other state of approaches using evaluation 

metrics such Precision, Recall, F-Measure to much extent. 
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